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Dell inspiron 15 3000 series i3 ram upgrade
When you bought your Dell Inspiron laptop, it came with enough memory to handle basic tasks. Early on, this amount of RAM is fine, but as you install more programs or try to do more things with your system, you may find the memory lacking. Luckily, all Inspiron models can also be easily updated with new RAM modules. Use the steps below to help
you figure out how to install new RAM sticks in your laptop. Step 1: Research your laptop. This is the most important step, as there are a lot of different Inspiron models, and they all use slightly different RAM. Some may take DDR2 SDRAM, while others may use DDR3. Some may require 1066 MHz, while others will take 1333 MHz. Making sure you
have the exact specs for the RAM you need will save you some unnecessary hassle. It’s also very easy to do, since there are several websites out there that list all of the Inspiron models and the RAM that they use. Step 2: Luckily, Dell has made it very easy for you to update the RAM on your Inspiron machine. Power down the machine, and remove the
battery. Then, direct your attention to the “access door” on the bottom front of your laptop (the opposite side of the battery). Unscrew the screws holding it in place, and lift it carefully away from the machine. You will see a number of interior components, including the system’s RAM right in the middle. Step 3: Remove the RAM by loosening the clips
that hold it in place on either side. Be conscious of how it is installed as you remove it, because you will then want to duplicate that look and feel with your new RAM modules. Once you have inserted and clipped the RAM back into place, screw the access door back onto the machine. Recap The Dell Inspiron is a very user-friendly laptop, and that
extends to how simple it will be for you to upgrade the RAM on the device. It might take you a few minutes to learn exactly what type of RAM is recommended for your machine, but the actual act of replacing the RAM will be as easy as it is on any Windows laptop. You must log in or register to reply here. B Question Can the Processor in a Dell
Inspiron 3542 be upgraded to an i7 by buying a new motherboard/processor combo? Laptop Tech Support 3 Jul 1, 2021 Question Dell Inspiron 15R 5521 upgrade Laptop Tech Support 0 May 4, 2020 Question Can I upgrade GPU on Dell Inspiron 7567 Laptop Tech Support 1 Apr 29, 2020 Question Dell Inspiron 3593 Ram Upgrade Problem Laptop Tech
Support 1 Apr 24, 2020 Solved! Can I upgrade the processor and graphics card of my dell inspiron (14) 7460 series laptop? Laptop Tech Support 6 Feb 25, 2020 N Question Upgrade Old Dell Inspiron 6400 Laptop Tech Support 1 Nov 17, 2019 S Question Dell Inspiron 5748 17" LCD Resolution upgrade? Laptop Tech Support 1 Aug 11, 2019 Question
Upgrade wireless card in Dell Inspiron 3521 laptop to Intel Wireless-AC 9260. Is it compatible ? Laptop Tech Support 1 Jun 14, 2019 S CPU Upgrade Combatability for Laptop Laptop Tech Support 1 Jan 10, 2019 L Solved! Upgrade CPU of Dell Inspiron 14r 5420 from i5 3rd gen to i7 3rd gen Laptop Tech Support 4 Dec 26, 2018 S I have a Dell
Inspiron 15 3521, Windows 10 Core I5, 4 GB RAM, 500 HDD. Is there anyway I can upgrade this laptop to play Minec Laptop Tech Support 1 Feb 22, 2018 M Upgrade graphics; Dell Inspiron 15 7548 i7; Intel HD Graphics 5500; AMD Radeon R7 M270 Laptop Tech Support 5 Nov 1, 2017 Should I update this old vista laptop to Win 7?-Dell Inspiron
1501 Laptop Tech Support 2 Oct 2, 2016 H Can I upgrade my laptops dedicated GPU? Laptop Tech Support 4 Feb 20, 2016 L How do I upgrade Inspiron 5100 dell laptop, memory ssd and winsdow 7 Laptop Tech Support 4 Nov 12, 2015 A Dell Inspiron N5010 Laptop RAM Upgrade Laptop Tech Support 4 Aug 27, 2015 S i have a dell inspiron 3542
early 2014 laptop but it has terrible graphics for high end games can i upgrade its graphics card Laptop Tech Support 2 Jun 5, 2015 S Can I upgrade the processor and graphics card of my dell inspiron 7000 series laptop? Laptop Tech Support 8 Feb 14, 2015 B Can I upgrade my dell Inspiron 5547 i3 4030u laptop to make it better for gaming? Laptop
Tech Support 1 Jan 11, 2015 W Laptop Upgrade (Inspiron N5010) Laptop Tech Support 4 Jun 27, 2013 3.5★ 820 ratings &817 reviews 5 ★ 329 4 ★ 160 3 ★ 88 2 ★ 59 1 ★ 184 Displaying 1-10 of 817 reviews Sort By: Most Helpful Latest Positive Reviews Negative Reviews very bad product from dell Shivarama Krishna (Jun 6, 2019) on Gadgets 360
dont buy this deadly performed product ,i bought this product from exclusive show from kukatpally hyderabad on jan-19 ,day one onwards it is shows blue screen , & very deadly performence while i switch on it will take 10 mints for operating i was complaint dell store he simply said i dont know & he said while i buy this product you have on site
service also i was request for on site service no one not reply for mail & message,how much prestation i have you know if have any rights to ban laptops immidiatly i ban this product & if i see this device maker,with out time waste i kill that blady idiot, because he wanted to play with buyers,shameless fellow,if my review read the any dell authorised
person pl.feel the same still you realized from my review & try to solve my issue, or buy this durty product from me,pl.feel my pain i strongly recomended to buyers never purchase this stupid product Is this review helpful? (56) (27) Reply Cookie Is Cool (Apr 7, 2020) on Gadgets 360 you should'nt have bought it from a 3rd party seller, xD Is this
review helpful? (21) (3) Reply Dell laptop inspiron 3000 waste of money Sahil Gupta (Jun 18, 2020) on Gadgets 360 Dell provides i3 processor with windows 10, configuration dosent matches. One of slowest laptops. Poor performance Is this review helpful? (12) (3) Reply RAVINDRA (Oct 29, 2020) on Gadgets 360 Bought this laptop last year. On paper
Specs look great. But performance is mediocre. Dell stores was not helpful as I had bought the Laptop from Flipkart / Amazon. Everybody hides behind the Warranty clause. If you buy from EComm sites, please use heavily during the first 7 Days. If unsatisfied return it for full refund. The OS is extremely slow and unless you are retired with all the
time in the world avoid buying Dell Laptop. It is a huge waste of time. My 10 year old Toshiba Laptop is faster than Dell. I wish GOI makes it mandatory for Manufacturers to offer a 3 Year Warranty ( for all the components inside the Computer) and not just 6 months for the CPU. Is this review helpful? (3) Reply very disappointing! total waste of
money! Ridhaan Panwar (Sep 12, 2020) on Gadgets 360 not even worth 5000. From now I will never buy any dell product. Is this review helpful? (3) Reply very disappointing! total waste of money! Ridhaan Panwar (Sep 12, 2020) on Gadgets 360 From now , I will buy any product from dell. they are simply looting people. this product does not even
worth 5000.very bad performance. it just take 15 minutes to start and then it takes 5 minutes each to start ant program..its too slow.most of the time it hangs up....dell people just say that update your window..helpless.if anyone have solution, plz let me know Is this review helpful? (3) Reply It's a really useful money-saving product Kashinath Baiju
(Oct 14, 2020) on Gadgets 360 Recommends This is one of the most profitable laptops I've ever seen. It's really fast. You can never tell that it has an i3 processor. It works really good. It helped for my online classes and exams. Very good graphic resolution. Decent screen display size. This is a banger product. Amazing product from Dell. it didn't hang
like all the other i3 processor laptops. It helps alot in day to day use. Easy to carry in a bag for work, travel etc. You can play games without hang/hesitation. Must-buy product Is this review helpful? (2) (5) Reply Sajal Chhabra (Oct 1, 2018) on Flipkart Performance similar to nokia 3310 Is this review helpful? (3) (1) Reply Srinu Thuti (Oct 1, 2018)
on Flipkart good Is this review helpful? (1) Reply Nikhil Choudhary (Oct 1, 2018) on Flipkart Good Is this review helpful? Reply Gunjan Pande (Sep 1, 2018) on Flipkart a really good product with an awesome service , this is a really good investment , your eyes don't feel tired at all , so a win win every where , if you need a good laptop with a service to
back , look no further Is this review helpful? (1) (1) Reply I own a Dell Inspiron 15 3542.It has one SODIMM DDR3L RAM slot with an 8GB chip inside.I read in the manual that only configurations of 2GB, 4GB, and 8GB are offered. Does this mean they just sell these laptops at a max of 8GBs of RAM (and that I can upgrade it), or does this mean that
the motherboard only supports up to 8GB? Standard memory: 4GB removable Ratings & Reviews5Highly recommendedVery Nice, cool and quality product...Totally paisa vasool...Value for Money,This my first laptop.. I m very happy with this productThank you Flipcart for super services and Thank you Dell for quality product...READ MOREJaved
QureshiCertified Buyer, VadodaraDec, 20185Best in the market!Booked on Dhanteras (05/11/2018) and got the delivery on the next day of Diwali (08/11/2018)... Good Work... Got at the best price on 0℅ EMI for 6month apprx to Rs.4,750 per month... Battery life should be more extended... Otherwise a great product in the price tag of Rs. 28k...READ
MOREVikas LahotyCertified Buyer, New DelhiNov, 20184Pretty goodPurchased it for 28990. Totally worth the money. Ideal for work, word processing and entertainment. Packing was pretty good and also delivered on time.READ MOREJishnu J ACertified Buyer, Pallippuram Thiruvananthapuram DistrictNov, 20181Did not meet expectationsThis
laptop is very slow.READ MOREFlipkart CustomerCertified Buyer, DehradunJan, 20191Absolute rubbish!think 10 times before buy, don't waste extra money, it's father of slow laptops,READ MOREFlipkart CustomerCertified Buyer, LudhianaJan, 20191Not recommended at allPlz.. Beware Sellers(RETAILNET) are cheating with Duplicate Operating
System And worst response from flipkart regarding the issue.READ MOREVamsy srinivasCertified Buyer, EluruFeb, 20191Terrible productcharging issue, running slowly not happy with the product facing many problems not satisfied worst productREAD MOREFlipkart CustomerCertified Buyer, HyderabadNov, 20181Horriblepathetic.. takes 8-10 mins
to start. I hv got it for basic use but it still gives me pain. the task bar, cortana, start everything gets frozen... I hv not installed any spl app or software on it, yet it doesn't perform. The return policy is too bad. In 10 days, what if someone doesn't get to use the device much n is just busy setting it up as this is not the only thing to work on the entire day.
The system support never responds to the complaints made.READ MOREsilvi madanCertified Buyer, MohaliNov, 20184Good choiceOVER ALL BEST LAPTOP IN MY BUDGETREAD MORERohit RajCertified Buyer, Vaishali DistrictOct, 20181Utterly Disappointedafter switch on system is not getting started, even though battery is charged.READ
MOREheema Certified Buyer, BengaluruNov, 2018 The Inspiron 3000 Series/3542 laptop is actually a wide range of laptops, with a wide range of features. We'll really need to know a lot more to give you relevant direction: CPU speed/type, RAM, HD especially. However, there are some no-brainer upgrades that will improve performance (and
perceived speed) on any computer. First step is RAM. The model has anywhere from 2GB to 8GB of DDR3L 1600MHz RAM, in a single stick. If you have 2GB or 4GB now, replace them with 8GB; 4GB is barely enough to get Windows running, and 2GB is just insulting. The limited RAM is made worse by the fact that the graphics module shares system
RAM, rather than having its own dedicated memory. This means that when you're doing video-intensive stuff like games or movies, you have even less RAM to run the applications and operating system. iFixit sells a stick that will work, but the RAM is readily available almost anywhere. Second step is storage. The Inspiron 3000 uses a 2.5" SATA III
hard drive, but not a very fast one; the specifications say that all variations use a 5400 RPM platter drive. There are faster drives available, in order of increasing speed: 7200 RPM platter drives, hybrid drives (platter drives with very large RAM caches), and SSD (solid state drives). As you might imagine, the faster you go, the more the drives cost.
SSDs usually have much less storage space than platter drives; a 500GB platter drive is well under $100, while a 500GB SSD can be over $300. It's possible to get both the speed of an SSD and the storage space of a platter drive by replacing the original platter drive with a much-faster SSD, removing the optical drive from its internal bay and
installing the original platter drive in that bay, using a special carrier. iFixit has such a carrier. You use the SSD as your system/applications drive, and store all your documents on the platter drive; that way, the things you're running all the time are on the fastest device. Those are the easy options; after that, speed bumps get a lot harder. If your CPU
is mounted in a socket on the logic board, you may be able to remove it and install a faster CPU. But most laptops don't use socketed CPUs; the processor is soldered directly onto the logic board. Even if you could replace it, it's not wise to do so. The cooling system in the laptop was designed to cool down the CPU Dell installed, not the faster/hotter
CPU you put in. COVID-19 Service Update: We're still processing online orders. Our Customer Reviews Kingstonmemoryshop.co.uk Has a memory card/device checking system which lets you know if the card is suitable for what (device) you need, it also has a very quick delivery service & unlike buying on eBay you know your going to get a genuine
card at a great price. You don't have to gamble buying memory cards with this store ???? on 2021-07-12 Extremely prompt delivery and service. on 2021-07-08 Prompt delivery and excellent communication throughout the process. on 2021-07-06 Excellent value and prompt service. on 2021-06-27 Kingston online ordering was very easy to use, and
gave me confidence that I was purchasing exactly the right memory and SSD products for my computer model. Dispatch was immediate, packaging was good, and everything was to the correct specification and clearly marked. Overall, a very professional approach by Kingston Memory - excellent service! I will use them again. on 2021-06-26 Very
useful website, I was very impressed with how you are kept informed about your order and delivery The item was well packaged and excetlly as described. I would highly recommend this company on 2021-06-20 Awarded the eKomi Silver Seal of Approval! Page Ref Code: D132833 © 2021 KingstonMemoryShop Authorised Kingston Seller
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